
 

Hot Liquor Tank Considerations and Scenarios 

 

There are two major advantages of utilizing a Hot Liquor Tank (HLT) 

1) It is important to have the option to treat all your water if necessary, prior to Mash-In, achieving  the perfect 

water profile for the beer you are brewing.  Incorporating a Hot Liquor Tank with your brewhouse gives you the 

most control over your water profile.  This full control is not possible with a Hot Water on Demand System.  Hot 

With Hot Water on Demand systems,  you are also limited to pre-filtering your water with a charcoal type 

filtration system,  instead of a Reverse Osmosis (RO) system.  If utilizing a Hot Liquor Tank,  you have the best of 

both worlds, have the benefit of being able to utilize a RO filtration system, and then be able to adjust your 

water profile right for each brew in the Hot Liquor Tank.   

 

2) The ability to recapture water from the Heat Exchanger.  As it’s said in the Brewing Business, you can’t have too 

much hot water.   It’s a huge benefit to be able to re-capture the water from the Heat Exchanger, instead of 

sending it down the drain. 

Our HLT's are designed just slightly oversized so that you have enough hot water for your brew, and enough left over for 

cleaning.    

 

 

Considerations 

-What type of heating system do you need for your HLT, if any? 

Your HLT can be heated by the same or different method than your Brew Kettle, or have no heat source at all.  This 

primarily depends on your usage scenario.  See the “scenarios” below.  

-Should I double size the Hot Liquor Tank?   

Double sizing your HLT would benefit the brewer if planning or forecasting having double brew days.  If so, your HLT will 

require Steam / Indirect Fire or Multiple Electric Immersion Elements  for heating.   You do re-capture hot water from the 

heat exchanger from the first brew, but this is not enough hot water for the second brew.  Being able to heat water in 

your HLT is important on a double sized HLT.  If you had a Hot Water on Demand system that was adequate to supply you 

with the remaining water for a second brew,  then a single sized HLT would be sufficient. 

 

-Brewery Floor Space Considerations: Do I have room for the Hot Liquor Tank on the brew floor?  What 

about a double sized HLT?   

Many times breweries opt to use Hot Water on Demand if there is real scarcity on space.  Just ask us for dimensions,  

and a brewhouse footprint.  We are also able to provide a drawing of your brewery floor plan,  so you can see to scale 



just how much room you will be occupying with the equipment.  

 

-If space is an issue, can the HLT be elevated, and open the possibility  of gravity feed? 

If you have space issues,  perhaps you may have an option to elevate your HLT on a stand or second floor balcony.  In 

these cases you can easily gravity feed from the HLT, and thus not tying up a pump.  If on a stand, the space beneath can 

be utilized for other equipment, such as a mill. 

 

-Insulated or non-insulated HLT's 

If you are heating your water in your HLT,  especially from tap temperature up to strike temperature overnight,  an 

insulated HLT is ideal.   If you are going with a single sized HLT,  and are transferring your hot liquor from the Kettle to 

the HLT,  then an un-insulated HLT is adequate.  In this case,  having at least one 2" port for an Electric Immersion 

Element is very useful if the need to raise the temperature by a few degrees come up.   When transferring Hot Liquor 

from the Kettle to the HLT,  because of the mass of the liquid,  you will see very little loss in temperature.  Once you begin 

to brew on your new Forgeworks system,  you can experiment just how much temperature compensation you will need to 

do in the Kettle.  The temperature loss on transfer may only result in 1-2°.   

 

If double sizing your HLT,  we recommend an insulated tank. 

 

-If I have Hot Water on Demand (Tank-Less), do I even need a Hot Liquor Tank? 

One of the advantages mentioned about a HLT is the ability to adjust  your water profile for the particular beer you are 

brewing.  This is treating your water with a variety of brewing salts,  following any other type of treatment or filtration 

you may be doing at the tap (Reverse Osmosis, etc.).   The need to treat your water can be cyclical with the seasons,  

depending your location and water source.  If your water is deemed to not require any treatment,  then a HLT may not be 

not necessary as long as your Hot Water on Demand system is sized to keep up with your needs . Be sure to size up your 

system to be able to keep up with all your hot water requirements for the potential of a double brew,  and your needs for 

CIP.  

 

HLT Use Scenarios 

Because we believe in a la carte method of providing an estimate,  we have many choices in configuring your 

HLT.  The scenarios below also represent the many options we offer.  

Scenario 1 
-HLT is 1X the size (same size) of the Brewhouse (primarily single batching) 
-Unheated, or ported for the option of utilizing a single Electric Immersion Element 

-Un-insulated  

 

Hot Liquor Tank is same size as the Brewhouse.  Heat water the night before brew day in the Kettle to just above strike 

temp.  Transfer water to HLT.  Maintain or raise temperature as needed with a single Electric Immersion Heating 

Element.  HLT is built with one or more 2" Electric Immersion Element ports.   The Kettle may be Direct Fire or Steam 

heated, but the HLT is either non-heated, non-insulated (Single Wall).  You don't lose much temperature on the transfer, 

so you can experiment and know exactly how many more degrees you would add to compensate for the loss on transfer 

(not much is lost because of the mass, but allow for 1-2° loss).  One Electric Immersion Element can be effective for this 

scenario, and may not require three phase power.  

 



Scenario 2 

 
-HLT is 1x the size (same size) of the Brewhouse (primarily single batching, or double if supplemented by Hot 

Water on Demand) 

-HLT is 2x the size of the brewhouse (double batching) 

-Insulated 

-Heated with  either Steam, Indirect Fire,  or  Multiple Electric Immersion Elements,  

Hot Liquor Tank is either the same size as the brewhouse, or 2x the size.  Your strategy is to have the option of heating 

all your brew water in the HLT, from tap temperature to strike temperature, with Steam, Indirect Fire, or 2-3 Electric 

Immersion Elements.  This scenario will require three phase power if going with electric heat.   

 

Scenario 3 

-Same as Scenario 2,  but with supplemental water from a Hot Water on Demand System 

In this Scenario,  some ability to maintain temp or heat up 1-4° would be ideal.   Hot water can be generated 

from the Hot Water on Demand systems the night before brew day.  

 

Other Notes: 

 

Heating Options for HLT 

 

Heating options for your Hot Liquor tank include Steam, Direct Fire, and one or multiple Electric Immersion Elements.    

It is common to have a direct fire kettle, but a HLT heated with a single Electric Immersion Element or multiple elements.  

It is possible to heat a Hot Liquor tank with Single Phase Power, in the case of only needing to maintain or raise the 

temperature just a few degrees, and when one element is adequate to perform this task.    

Hot Water on Demand (Tank-less) 

If utilizing this equipment,  be sure to gear your brewery with the appropriate size system(s) to keep up with the 

potential of double brew days,  including enough capacity for your cleaning loops.  It is not possible to use a Reverse 

Osmosis Water system with a Hot Water on Demand System.  Choose a Charcoal Filtration system.   We recommend 

Rinnai Tankless Water Heaters, as many of our customers have had good success with their equipment. 

https://www.rinnai.us/commercial/tankless-water-heater/catalog?tankless 

 

 


